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Module

Inspire Provides an interactive image gallery for capturing visitor interest and qualifying leads. Users can create 
customized rooms and quickly narrow down their preferred styles and preferences.

Define Provides an immersive 3D tool for planning spaces, creating personalized interiors, and configuring products. 
Define re-uses all of the user’s preferences created in the Inspire Module so that it can be used in a design.

Collaborate Provides a personal project space and the ability to create and collaborate on a project. Project-based retailing 
is greatly enhanced with this package.

Options

Integration Toolkit Development APIs for complete integration of business systems

Modules and Options

Data Sheet

Features by Module

Inspire Define Collaborate

For Retailers and Designers

Prepare sample interactive pre-sets and 
showrooms

Assist the consumer with design 
recommendations by packaging different 
scenarios which the consumer can explore 
on their own time

Search and retrieve a consumer’s project

Select and modify all of the elements in 
the featured designs, including appliances, 
bathroom fixtures, item materials & colors

Retrieve the customer’s design and/or 
project (if collaborate is also used)

Become a collaborator and assist the 
consumer

Complete the consumer’s design for them 
using the same tool

Assist users from anywhere

Add specialized products and services to 
complete the design and bill of materials

Take part in consumers’ project discussions

Send messages using the discussions 
feature and reminders to the consumer

For Consumers

Explore different styles and preferences Create a dream kitchen or bathroom in 2D 
or 3D

Take the project home and access it from 
anywhere

Change colors, styles and designs easily 
with a single click

Create room layouts with exact shape and 
measurements of a room

Invite collaborators

Ease of use Automatically generate a design based on  
selected options

Discuss design ideas and share the 
excitement

Apply and add styles, colors, preferences 
and products from Inspire to Define room 
layout

Place objects like appliances, furniture and 
cabinetry in the layout

Receive notifications about the project

Evaluate options based on pricing early on 
in the project

Apply styles and preferences from Inspire 
to an actual room layout

Store image gallery of personal photos or 
project renderings

Budget scoping Configure products and visualize the effect 
of changes

Include product documentation on features 
and warranty

Open pre-set room in 3D as a starting 
template for creating a new design

View the actual bill of materials for a 
design, with the exact product prices

Take a photo of the final design and share it

Easily pair items and personalize designs

Finalize transaction: buy online or in store



VP 4.6 VP 4.7 Ideal Spaces

Generating kitchens automatically using user preferences ✕ ✕ ✔

Larger, more immersive 3D space planning ✕ ✔    ✔ +

More realistic, high-quality rendering ✔ ✔    ✔ +

Improved usability enhancements ✕ ✔    ✔ +

Natural lighting for different times of the day ✕ ✕ ✔

User-defi ned arbitrary room shape layouts ✕ ✕ ✔

User-specifi ed catalog/product favorites ✕ ✕ ✔

3D viewer snapshot capture ✕ ✕ ✔ 

Change a common feature between confi gurable products ✕ ✔    ✔ +

Responsive user interface based on screen size ✕ ✕ ✔

Project link to Inspire and Collaborate ✔
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System Recommendations
WINDOWS DESKTOP:

Operating System: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: 1 GHz Dual Core or faster for SQ rendering
 2 GHz Quad Core or faster for HQ/HQ+ rendering

Graphics Card: Support for Direct X 9.0c or higher

Internet Connection: 2 Mbps or higher

Windows Browsers: Internet Explorer 11, Firefox 40+, 
Chrome 44+, Edge 25+

MAC DESKTOP:

Operating System: Mac OS X Mavericks 10.9 or higher

Processor: 1 GHz Dual Core or faster for SQ rendering
 2 GHz Quad Core or faster for HQ/HQ+ rendering

Graphics Card: Support for OpenGL 2.0+

Graphics Card Memory: 2 GB or higher for SQ rendering
     4 GB or higher for HQ/HQ+ rendering

Internet Connection: 2 Mbps or higher

Mac Browsers: Safari 7.0+, Firefox 40+, Chrome 44+


